
20 Instagram Marketing Strategies 
 
POST NOTIFICATIONS 
Encourage followers to turn on post notifications. If a follower does take the time to turn 
on post notifications for your brand, you have a greater chance of this person becoming 
a customer.  
Examples:  

● "Our biggest sale ever starts tomorrow, turn on post notification to be first in line" 
● “Grand opening will be in 2 days, turn on post notification to be first in line"  
● “Turn on post notifications for new arrivals”  

 
ASK AND LISTEN 
Ask followers what trends they want to see in store > then purchase that inventory 
accordingly. Also, be sure to let them know you listened. This is a great way to narrow 
your target customers and show customers your care. You can ask via a post and/or 
use the question sticker in your stories. 
Examples:  

● “What’s your favorite summer trend?” 
● “What trend are you looking to try this fall?” 
● “What trend are you wearing the most right now?” 

 
EXCLUSIVITY 
Offer an Instagram only discount code. This also works for Facebook and Twitter. This 
works great for tracking where your traffic comes from. 
Examples: 

● “Get 10% off your order using code: IG10” 
● “Get 10% off your order using code: TW10” 
● “Get 10% off your order using code: FB10” 

 
USER-GENERATED CONTENT 
User-generated content is simply content from other users, normally wearing your 
product or talking about your products. Repost user content in both your feed & stories. 
Be sure to tag the user, add relevant hashtags and include the product name they are 
wearing. Optionally, you can include popularity of product, sizes/colors available, 
remaining stock, etc. 
 
REVIEWS 
Posting reviews is a great way to build trust from your followers. A great way to 
maximize a review post is by posting a graphic that includes the product, person in the 
product (if applicable) and a snapshot of the review on top of the product. Even if it’s not 
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a review about the product, customers love to see reviews about shipping time and 
reviews. Reviews can come from your website, comments, DM’s, etc.  
Example: 
 
PHOTOS 
It is recommended that you use a great mix of both product-only and lifestyle photos. 
Product photos side-by-side showing the front, back and/or side are a great way to 
show customers a preview of the item. Lifestyle photos give a glimpse of how to wear 
your product with different accessories, shoes, makeup, etc. It’s a unique take on your 
products to give customers ideas. 

  
 
THE DETAILS 
This also involves your photos. Closeups of fabrics and details on your products are 
great fillers for your Instagram feed. A cute slideshow of different closeups (snapshots) 
are a fun way to showcase the details of your products.  
Examples:  
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FOMO  
FOMO aka the "fear of missing out". This goes for any business. Creating limited time 
offers or “while supplies last” is a great way to encourage customers to purchase in a 
hurry. This can dramatically increase your sales. The trick is to sparingly advertise some 
items/collections as limited or limited edition. If you do it all the time, it will not have the 
same effect.  
Time-sensitive words examples: limited, selling fast, almost sold out, last pair, only x of 
each color/size, will not restock, custom, lowest price of the season, etc.  
 
SHOPPABLE POSTS  

 
If you own a store, it should be shoppable on Instagram.  

● Make posts shoppable 
● Include product titles or Sku in your caption for easy search 
● Post product videos, how to style, closeouts of fabrics, show movement, 

packaging, etc  
● Thank your followers for following, shopping 
● Encourage followers to tag a friend that would "kill this look" "wear tf outta this" 

"look great in this" etc. 
● Use humanized captions (i.e. ask a question, sentence style, sell the lifestyle, 

use applicable popular lyrics,  "see yourself in this…" 
 
MODELS 
Find a great model or two to frequently use for most product/lifestyle photos. This will 
work in your favor by putting a face to your brand. When people see “your” model, they 
will in turn begin to automatically recognize your brand. To put into perspective, think 
about Fashion Nova models. By consistently using the same model, for years at this 
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point, their brand is easily recognizable without even using their name. In addition, it will 
be easier to spot other brands that may steal your photos for their site. 
Example: When you see these girls, you can assume you are seeing a Fashion Nova 
ad 

   
 
INFLUENCERS/AMBASSADORS 
Many people wonder if using an influencer or ambassador is worth the hassle. The 
answer is yes, it can really work if you do it right. The number one key to remember is 
to choose an influencer with high engagement vs high amount of followers. 
Unfortunately, many people have purchased fake followers making them seem more 
popular than they are. However, the engagement (likes/comments) usually tell all. An 
influencer can have as little as 3-10k followers and average 100+ comments vs a 
counterpart at 150k-300k averaging only 50 comments. Depending on the influencer, 
you can either pay them in clothing, ask them to promote a discount code, pay them a 
rate to promote, give them a huge discount on clothing, give them a monthly stipend to 
purchase items, etc. . It will differ depending on the influencer/ambassador. An 
ambassador will more than likely expect a free clothing stipend. If you are able to afford 
to give away free clothing, be sure to have strict rules for promotion like: must use x 
caption, must promote x discount code, must tag x, etc. And most importantly, always 
use a contract between you and the influencer before sending out anything. 
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BRANDED HASHTAG 
A branded hashtag is a great way to organize all of the photos/videos posted by you 
and others in one spot. Sometimes we miss tags in our notifications, especially the 
bigger your brand gets. By promoting a branded hashtag, encourage people to use this 
for a repost. It can be as simple as using your business name or you can come up with 
a “tribe” such as: #novababes, #girlstour 
 
BIO & PAGE AESTHETIC 
A strong business bio can drive customers to your website with the right words and 
call-to-actions. Your bio is basically an Instagram business card. A strong bio includes 
any or all of the following: cta (call to action), branded hashtag, short quote or mission, 
what you sell, emoji, contact info, highlights ). This will give new faces a quick glimpse 
of what your business does, the tone of your business and who/what customers you 
serve. 
 
A page aesthetic is great for getting a feel of your brand. A series of similar photos, 
main colors, quotes on every other post, etc. are perfect for people viewing your overall 
feed for the first time. This is optional and can be hard to keep up with in the early 
stages. However, by creating or using templates, you can keep this in order. Using an 
app like Planoly can assist you with automated posting and help you to arrange posts 
for your feed (optional) 
 
Page Aesthetic Example: 
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STRATEGIC HASHTAGS AND CAPTIONS 
Your caption is what closes the sale. Captions that are intriguing and pose a question 
work in your favor to both boost engagement and increase website clicks. Of Course 
you will need to pair your captions with strategic hashtag use. Hashtags(keywords) 
bookmark your business into whatever category the word falls in. We recommend you 
mix both short, long, broad and specific hashtags to get the most out of your efforts. The 
max hashtags is 30, but you do not have to use all 30 on every single post. Keep the 
hashtags relevant, not just adding hashtags to equal 30. Access the hashtag library 
here 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nSVScFdgUypwqefM0iSkeCReurpdfTt10ebChC_Ph8E/edit?usp=sharing

